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Thirteen people's heaven realm is released together, and the array condenses, trying to kill ye chengei 

directly. 

 

I'm afraid that all of them can become eternal talks. When faced with five levels of disaster, the 13 chaos 

level strongmen still need to fight with all their strength? 

 

What's more, it also uses the array of the strongest field power, which really makes Ye Chen pale. 

 

The last time the cause and effect dye blood array failure, I am afraid let Xuanyuan Mo evil dignified. 

 

Ye Chen took a look at the most inside ye Lingtian! 

 

The power of faith is not over! 

 

He has to keep procrastinating! 

 

He stepped out one step: "the old dogs of Tiandao palace, I'm afraid this is thicker than the wall. I don't 

think the name of Tiandao Palace should be called tiangouzong. How about it?" 

 

As soon as ye Chen's voice fell, he aroused the old and stubborn anger: "Lizi an dares to insult my 

heavenly way palace!" 

 

With the rising of anger, they also understand. If ye Chen goes on, he or she will die of anger before they 

are ready to fight. The array is immediately launched, and a holy light shock wave hits Ye Chen, which is 

extremely powerful. 

 



But ye Chen didn't have the slightest carelessness. The fierce flame was burning, enveloping the impact 

of the holy light, and trying to burn it completely. But after all, it was the joint efforts of the 13 strong 

men, which was easy to break. 

 

No matter how turbulent the flame is, the holy light still comes to Ye Chen. The terrible energy 

fluctuation makes Ye Chen have to devote himself to it. 

 

"It's too late." 

 

"Thunder wasteland dominates star sword!" 

 

Together with the power of the field, ye Chen holds a Sha sword, not retreating but advancing against 

the light. 

 

The light has completely locked him, there is no way back, can only move forward! 

 

Bang! 

 

The two energy shocks together, and even the fields of both sides fluctuate a little. The mountain top of 

xuanmo mountain can't bear the violent shaking, and the huge energy obviously exceeds the range that 

the peak can bear. 

 

And when the white light dispersed, a figure stood erect in place. 

 

Ye Chen's blood is dripping. Even if he has the power of the field, his practice time is still short, let alone 

that he has not stepped into the chaos state. Without the power of chaos as the support, he is inevitably 

stretched out under the siege of so many chaotic situations. 

 

Fortunately, his body is extremely abnormal, and his wounds are constantly recovering! 

 

"The boy can't hold on at last." 

 



Seeing ye Chen injured, an old man showed a happy look. He was frightened by Ye Chen before. 

 

One after another holy light comes to Ye Chen. Xiao Huang wants to help out, but he is stopped by Ye 

Chen. The opponent is too powerful. The power of the multi player array is equivalent to the peak of 

chaos! 

 

The appearance of Xiaohuang can't relieve too much! 

 

It's better to keep Xiaohuang and protect ye Lingtian to absorb the power of faith at the critical 

moment! 

 

"Reincarnation master, you were very powerful and dominated the world at the beginning! I didn't 

expect to end up like this now. " 

 

An old man in White said faintly. 

 

The next moment, he took a pill, the breath is extremely climbing! 

 

These people are the backhand of Tiandao palace. At the moment, they don't have any hands on Ye 

Chen. Once they do, they will do their best! 

 

Because they got the order of Xuanyuan moxie! 

 

Today, those who break into xuanmo mountain must die! 

 

Either this person died or they died! 

 

Ye Chen's blood is more and more. The heavenly palace sends so many strong men, which makes Ye 

Chen very dignified. 

 

He can fight against chaos easily! 



 

Even chaos eight layers of heaven can fight! 

 

But how to fight against so many chaos! 

 

If he knew such a risk, he should not have broken into this place with ye Lingtian! 

 

"Jedi magistrates!" 

 

A sword light appeared from the array of this field. As soon as it appeared, it sent out a light that even 

the heaven and earth were illuminated. The light on the top of xuanmo mountain expanded like a star. 

 

But not far away in the xuanmo City, people saw this scene, one after another for miracles, some kneel 

on the spot, non-stop worship. 

 

Ye Chen knows that they are finally impatient, which is to use the strongest blow to end themselves. 

 

"Ye Chen, even if I am dead, I will take you to Tiandao palace as a cushion!" 

 

Ye Chen releases Lingxiao martial arts and evil spirit to the extreme! At the same time, the blood of God, 

the formula of reincarnation of gods and demons, and the power of the great way were constantly 

pouring in. The power of the evil spirit field was increased several times, and even condensed into a ball 

of fire higher than the sun's temperature, which impacted on the Jedi's saints. 

 

The collision of sword light and fireball finally made xuanmo mountain peak unable to bear it. It began 

to make a roaring sound. Countless boulders fell to the foot of the mountain, and countless cracks 

appeared on the ground, which spread outward from the center of the battle. It was really shocking. 

 

If it wasn't for the stable space here, I'm afraid the whole top of the mountain would have been blasted. 

 

Ye Chen is struggling to support his body, but he knows that once he lets go and the sword light flashes, 

he will die.The thirteen strong people in the late chaos did not expect Ye Chen to be so able to resist. At 



that moment, everyone burst out all his chaotic power, making the sword light brighter, and ye Chen's 

fireball was on the verge of breaking. 

 

"Can't you stop it..." 

 

Ye Chen looks at the sword light that is about to swallow himself up. There is no despair in his eyes, but 

a kind of disdain and self mockery. 

 

"Isn't Tiandao palace always boasting of its reputation and decency? Why is it so elegant now?" 

 

All of a sudden, a voice like ice cold sounded! 

 

Then a figure from the sky slowly falling! 

 

A woman in a snow-white dress, but her face is covered with a veil. She can't see her face clearly, but at 

first glance, she looks like a fairy. 

 

The beautiful eyes of the veiled woman sweep away all the people! 

 

I don't know why, people all feel cold! 

 

They found that accompanied by the women, is the force of cold ice, ice and snow seems to fall with the 

woman and slowly covered the Xuan magic mountain, countless snowflakes falling down, it is really 

spectacular. 

 

"Cold field! Open it 

 

"Cold forbidden technique! Open it 

 

The ultimate ice and cold, the ultimate power of the field spread out from the woman's body. There is 

an ice dragon composed of ice and snow roaring in front of the sword light and resisting Ye Chen. 



 

Bang! 

 

The ice dragon disappeared, and the sword light that killed Ye Chen completely dissipated. 

 

"It's you!" 

 

Ye Chen is slightly surprised! 

 

This veiled girl is so familiar to him! 

 

From the land of Lingwu and even now the kingdom of God, this person always appears when he needs 

it most! 

 

And then there was the mysterious disappearance! 

 

It seems that I don't want to let myself know her real identity! 

 

Ye Chen asked himself innumerable times, why should the girl save himself at such a cost? 

 

But he has no answer! 

 

What's more strange is that every time a girl appears, her strength will change dramatically! 

 

He has never seen anyone with such training speed! 

 

Only if the cultivation resources of the whole kingdom of God are all piled up in one person can it be 

possible! 
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He did not believe that this girl with superb talent and amazing strength would spend her time on 

herself for no reason! 

 

"Cold forbidden technique? Absolute cold emperor palace! How can it be! " 

 

The appearance of the mysterious girl easily solved their blow! 

 

Those old people's faces were dignified in an instant. Just a leaf Chen, they would do their best to kill 

them. Now there is another one. It's strange that they have a good face. 

 

Ye Chen always felt that the girl was familiar with her and could not help saying, "thank you for saving 

your life. I haven't asked her name for so many times." 

 

However, the girl did not even look at Ye Chen, and said directly: "concentrate on the enemy, I can not 

guarantee." 

 

…… 

 

And now, in the temple. 

 

Xuying felt the battle outside the Taoist temple, and his face showed a smile: "it is worthy of being the 

master of reincarnation. If you cut the five layers of heaven, you can have the power of chaos. Only he 

can do it in the world." 

 

"And the girl, why do I feel that her breath is familiar?" 

 

"If it's really the descendants of Jue Han Emperor's palace, it's interesting." 

 



"Perhaps the reincarnation master of the last life can break everything, knowing that this life can resolve 

the disaster." 

 

Then, his eyes then turned to ye Lingtian, who was not only good at his aptitude and temperament, but 

also followed the reincarnation master, which made him feel relieved. 

 

"Ye family, will rise again eventually, those enemies, will fall at the foot of the reincarnation Lord." 

 

"Ling Tian, you still have a part of my strength on you now! Only five minutes! Go and guard the Lord of 

samsara 

 

Virtual shadow dissipates, and this also represents the completion of the transmission of the power of 

faith, ye Lingtian's closed eyes also fiercely open. 

 

At the moment, his cultivation has been raised to a level of chaos! 

 

It's not the most important thing! 

 

What's important is that at this moment, he's circulating a part of the power of his ancestors! 

 

It's only five minutes, but it's enough! 

 

Boom! 

 

There are countless visions in the sky, surrounded by thunder and lightning, and other animals roar. All 

of them indicate that something terrible has happened. Ye Chen smiles at the corner of his mouth when 

he sees this scene. It seems that ye Lingtian has succeeded. 

 

It's not in vain to bring him here. 

 



These chaotic strongmen clearly saw something wrong, and immediately stopped hesitating and 

prepared to repeat their old skills and take another "Jedi judge.". 

 

Some chaotic ancestors even spared no effort to consume blood essence and wanted to kill Ye Chen 

here. Therefore, this attack was more powerful than the previous one. 

 

"Evil realm!" 

 

"Forbidden from cold technique!" 

 

The two fields, which can be said to be antagonistic, have merged into one at the moment. However, 

there is not much rejection, and they almost resist in front of them in the blink of an eye. However, 

compared with the strength of the other 13 people, they are still a little weaker. 

 

"And me, Jidao savage fist!" 

 

Ye Lingtian's voice rang out from the Taoist temple. Then, a fist with a savage flavor suddenly became 

bigger and rushed out. 

 

Although ye Lingtian seems to be weaker than 13 people in cultivation, his attack is not weaker than 

that of the late strong man in the chaotic state who owns the field! 

 

The meaning of endless wilderness tears the void! 

 

The fierce pressure forced 13 people to step back ten steps! 

 

As soon as he joined, ye Chen had a great advantage, and the originally low situation reversed instantly. 

 

When the attack is broken, the thirteen chaotic old men spurt out a mouthful of blood and fall back. The 

scene is very strange. 

 



Some chaotic old man fingers trembling at Ye Chen three people, want to say something, but slow to 

speak. 

 

If we let the world know that we have won such a situation with more battles and less battles! 

 

That is the shame of Tiandao palace! 

 

"Temple Lord, I can continue a part of the power of my ancestors for a short time! I'll go and kill them 

 

Ye Lingtian was furious at the thought that the temple master had almost died in these people's hands. 

A pair of magic fists contains boundless power, and there is a faint force of chaos wandering in it. 

 

Ye Chengang wanted to say something. Suddenly, a vision appeared in the sky. A faint shadow seemed 

to take shape in the sky. The dignified posture made all living beings unable to help but worship. 

 

"No, it's the shadow of Xuanyuan ink evil!" 

 

Ye Chen several people have exhausted at this time, it is really not appropriate to meet with each other. 

 

Even if ye Lingtian now has a part of the power of ancestors, he can't fight against Xuanyuan ink evil 

shadow! 

 

Key, they also found that this time, Xuanyuan ink evil breath is stronger! 

 

I didn't expect that the other party would choose this way of self destruction again, and he would kill 

himself even if he crossed such a long distance. It seems that Xuanyuan Mo Xie is impatient, which 

shows that he is now a great threat to him. 

 

"Ye Chen, go!" 

 

Wei Ying looked dignified under the veil, and her face was a little pale. 



 

The next moment, she even grabbed Ye Chen's hand directly.Ye Chen was stunned. 

 

Feeling the delicate hand with a light chill, he was surprised for a moment. 

 

Wei Ying did not expect that she would be like this at this moment. 

 

If the veil was lifted, her cold face would have been flushed. 

 

Ye Lingtian didn't notice the strange two people at all, and urged: "don't hesitate! Go 

 

Listen to Wei Chenying and ye Lingtian's voice! 

 

Wei Ying presents a snow lotus in her hand! 

 

Snow lotus magnifies instantly, unexpectedly covered 13 people! 

 

The injured 13 people must not leave alive! 

 

Only because they know the identity of Ye Chen! 

 

Snow lotus release, in an instant, the meaning of extreme cold into the sky killing! 

 

Thirteen blood mists burst out together! 

 

Dead to death! 

 

And Wei Ying is also suddenly spit out a mouthful of blood! 

 



Obviously, releasing that snow lotus is a great loss of her strength! 

 

What ye Chengang wanted to say, Wei Ying said directly: "go quickly, the shadow of Xuanyuan ink evil 

has not yet solidified, my painstaking efforts to erode Lotus can only delay a little time!" 

 

The three people no longer hesitated, and quickly fled here. When the shadow was solid, they opened 

their eyes and found that the target had already escaped from the farthest range. 

 

"Reincarnation Lord, next time, I will let you fly to oblivion!" 

 

A big hand suddenly patted on the Xuan magic mountain. The towering xuanmo mountain was directly 

smashed by this palm, and more than half of its height was forcibly cut off. 

 

And that temple also lost the strength of the past, a breeze hit! 

 

Into a piece of yellow sand. 

 

At the bottom of xuanmo mountain, countless people saw this scene and prayed for forgiveness. 

 

…… 

 

An hour later. 

 

The three stopped. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the weak veiled girl, took out the gold needle, and said directly, "girl, I have some 

medical skills. Your injury is very serious." 

 

Ye Chengang intends to use the needle, but Wei Ying's slender hand is gently pushed away: "take care of 

yourself, I don't need it." 



 

With that, the girl closed her eyes, and there was a special brilliance all over her body. 

 

As if calling something! 

 

Ye Chen is quite surprised. Why does this girl change so fast? 

 

Is there anything hard to say! 
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At this time, a flame swept over the sky! 

 

A huge beast stepped on the raging flame, majestic arrival! 

 

Let Ye Chen be surprised, this is exactly the Warcraft that he tames in Lingwu continent, wumang! 

 

But now, which is once the awn ah! 

 

No matter the blood or the momentum, there is a hundred and eight thousand miles difference! 

 

Ye Chen looks at the girl strangely. Does the girl have a bad chance? 

 

Even beyond the samsara cemetery? 

 

Otherwise, how can you have the strength to turn wumang into this. 

 



Wumang obviously recognized Ye Chen and wanted to run towards Ye Chen, but noticed Wei Ying's 

injury and returned to Wei Ying's side. 

 

Wei Ying didn't talk nonsense. She stepped on the dark awn step by step, and the chill all over her body 

rolled. 

 

She did not immediately start, but back to Ye Chen, light way: "Ye Chen, although wumang is your 

monster, but I like it very much, let me take care of some time." 

 

"I need it." 

 

Ye Chen smile: "you saved me so many times, don't say wumang, even if you want me to make a 

promise, I also promise." 

 

Wei Ying's body was slightly stunned, and Jue Han's face under the veil turned red. 

 

The next second, she did not expect that she would say: "OK, that's a deal." 

 

"I'll wait for you to make it." 

 

Language down, awn foot flame, dissipated in the sight of Ye Chen and ye Lingtian. 

 

Ye Chen looks at the girl's figure far away, slightly absent-minded? 

 

He was just a joke. 

 

Is this girl serious? 

 

Do you want him to do it??? 

 



Ye Lingtian walks to Ye Chen's side, frowns and opens his mouth: "the hall Lord, there is a sentence I 

don't know whether to say or not." 

 

"Say it." Ye Chen Dao. 

 

Ye Lingtian laughed and scratched his head: "I feel that the veiled woman seems to like you." 

 

"A woman who is willing to stand up for you means she cares about you." 

 

"And a woman who leaves because of your injury is reserved." 

 

Ye Chen glanced at ye Lingtian and said: 

 

"what do you know! Come on, come back to Jizong. " 

 

After the launch of the boat, the scene below is getting smaller and smaller, and the city is almost a 

small spot. Sitting on the boat is also a good scene. 

 

"Ling Tian, what are you going to do in the future? You don't have to follow me. You can have your own 

life. " 

 

Ye Chen asked casually. 

 

Ye Lingtian did not have any hesitation, and said: "Lingtian just wants to be your right arm, and then 

revive the Ye family in the kingdom of God." 

 

"Temple Lord, Ling Tian has been doomed to this mission from birth." 

 

Ye Chen knew that it was useless to say more, so he said, "well," with his eyes looking at the horizon, he 

did not know what he was thinking. 



 

Suddenly, a dark shadow flashed by. 

 

And ye Chen also fiercely stood up! 

 

The breath of that figure is very similar to that of situ Xin! 

 

No, even stronger than stucine! 

 

"You've found it, too." 

 

"Let's call it a day." 

 

At this time, the voice of the ancient medical God sounded in Ye Chen's body, causing Ye Chen's 

attention. 

 

"Lao Cang, I promised you that I would avenge you." 

 

Push the boat with all one's strength, and soon, the boat is far behind the bloody light and shadow. 

 

And the blood figure seems to be aware of, speed up, want to get rid of the tracking behind, but it is 

clear that his approach is futile. 

 

The figure in front seemed to know his situation, so he stopped at the periphery of an ancient hall and 

waited for the people on the boat to come down. 

 

He can feel that the strength of the other side is not too high, and he will not be afraid of any 

conspiracy. 

 

"Who dares to follow my blood ghost?" 



 

Obviously, this bloody figure is called blood ghost. 

 

The next moment, ye Chen and ye Lingtian stepped into the air and landed in front of the blood ghost. 

 

In front of them, the so-called blood ghost was dressed in red, and even his hair and pupils were red. He 

was extremely strange, but his face was extremely pale and dark, but he was infiltrated. 

 

The original name of the blood ghost is Lin Ying, but because of the rich blood on his hands, he is called 

"blood ghost" in awe, and he has always been proud of it. 

 

Lin Ying once again said: "boy, ask you a word!" 

 

"Good! If you don't say something, take it to hell 

 

Ye Chen standing in front of Lin Ying, is really a strong smell. 

 

"There is a big difference between this man and situ Xing. They should have a lot of relationship with 

that one. Their breath is too similar." 

 

The ancient doctor of ancient times coagulates the important way. 

 

Lin Ying saw that they were dumb, and could not help it any longer. A murderous spirit containing 

countless corpses was pounding at Ye Chen. In the early days of the ordinary chaotic situation, the 

strong people were afraid to be lost in the sea of corpses in the face of such oppression.But for ye Chen, 

this level of attack is far from enough. 

 

Ye chenwudao's will is comparable to a stubborn stone. His heart becomes stronger. No matter what, he 

can't erase his determination to become stronger. 

 



As soon as the will of martial arts comes out, not only does Lin Ying's murderous Qi have no effect on Ye 

Chen, but is influenced by Ye Chen's martial will. The powerful spiritual energy impacts Lin Ying and 

directly flies it several meters away, and the blood gushes out. 

 

"I'll ask you if you can know Mo Xueming." 

 

Ye Chen condescends, step by step to the blood ghost, forced to ask. 

 

And this Mo Xueming is the heart demon of the old man who slaughtered millions of people. 

 

"I have no enmity with you. Why do you want to..." What else did the blood ghost want to say, but he 

was pierced by Ye Chen's sword. This kind of person is not worthy of pity. He asked again, "do you know 

Mo Xueming?" 

 

Blood ghost's face changed, although extremely weak, but still very good by Ye Chen to capture. 

 

"Good. You know it." 

 

"Tell me everything about Mo Xueming, I can make you die happily." 

 

Ye Chen's words were as if he had never heard of the blood ghost. He just looked at Ye Chen with 

resentment. He didn't expect that this time, he looked away. Although the other side's realm was only 

five layers of heaven, his strength was far higher than the realm itself. Maybe he used some secret 

method to cover up the realm. 

 

"Do you have a grudge against the Lord Mo?" 

 

The blood ghost carefully tempts a way, but lets him say that breaks the sky, the leaf Chen also is just 

cold gaze. 

 

"Well, I can tell you that I know Mo Xueming, but my relationship with him is..." 

 



Blood ghost deliberately elongated tone, when ye Chen was attracted by his words, the corner of his 

mouth involuntarily drew a smile, or too young. 

 

Blood bat 

 

Suddenly, a strange shadow of bat appeared behind the blood ghost. Then, countless blood bats flew 

out from under their wings and rushed to Ye Chen with bloody gas. 

 

Ye Chen was not moved. Instead, he stood in the same place and looked at the bloody ghost like a 

clown. He had known for a long time that such evil guys would not be taken away with their hands. As 

long as they could kill each other, they could use any method. 

 

However, these blood bats are too weak to pose a threat to Ye Chen at all. When the black flame in 

front of the body is sacrificed, these blood bats instantly turn into smoke. 
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However, behind the blood bat, the voice of the blood ghost came: "ha ha, you've been tricked. The real 

good play is still in the back!" 

 

From behind the blood bat, which is so dense that people can't see the direction clearly, with the voice 

of the blood ghost falling, a bloody spear stabbed at it, and the target is Ye Chen. 

 

The cold light surges on the tip of the spear, and the blood ghost is confident. Even in the early stage of 

chaos, he will die under this blow. No matter how strong Ye Chen is, he doesn't believe he can still resist 

it. 

 

Ye Lingtian didn't make a move at one side, because the blood ghost doesn't say in Ye Chen's eyes, even 

in his eyes, it can also compete! 

 



In fact, ye Chen offered a gun to kill the gods and demons, and the whole body was surrounded by evil 

spirit. On the tip of the gun, a dark spot also stabbed the blood ghost. With a powerful blow, the blood 

ghost was swept and flew, and his body fell to the ground. 

 

Ye Chen goes to the direction of the blood ghost. The seriously injured blood ghost gets up and looks at 

Ye Chen with fear. This man is too strong. Even if he makes his strongest attack, he is easily defeated by 

the other party in the case of sneak attack. 

 

Now the blood ghost finally realizes that what kind of character he has caused, this ye Chen must be a 

hidden chaos strong man. 

 

And it's not a general chaotic state, at least it's the late chaos! 

 

Hateful, even pretending to be cutting the five layers of heaven, blood ghost has never seen such a 

shameless person! 

 

Gun tip with Ye Chen moved to the blood ghost in front of him, pointed at his neck, said faintly: "I don't 

believe your words, so I'm going to give you some special means, and then, I'll wait for you to tell the 

truth." 

 

The ancient medical God's medical skills can pull people out of the ghost gate, of course, it can also send 

them to the ghost gate. When the medical skill is advanced, it is also a killer who can make people 

collapse. 

 

"This set of archaic soul burning needles can burn his spirit and burn at a very slow speed, but it is more 

painful than ten thousand ants biting the heart, and the real life is better than death." 

 

Ye Chen recalled the steps of giving needles. He didn't expect that Lao Cang would play such a role one 

day, which is quite rare. However, even if the blood ghost did not kill millions of people, according to his 

judgment, there are tens of thousands of people, which can only be said that there are evil and evil. 

 

There are three gold needles in Ye Chen's hand. 

 



"What are you going to do..." 

 

Before the blood ghost finished, he found that he could not move and seemed to have something 

moving in his mind. 

 

Then, he sensed that his spirit was starting to ignite, and when a small amount of fire exploded in his 

brain, a scream was heard all over the world. 

 

"Ah, ah!" 

 

"Pain!" 

 

Even if he had been almost cut off his arm and claimed to be able to withstand any test, he found that 

this was the real pain! 

 

Heartache! 

 

The pain hit, let the blood ghost almost coma in the past, but whenever the coma passed, ye Chen 

would stimulate his acupoints, let him always keep awake. 

 

Occasionally, I can help him to refresh himself and raise his pain. 

 

Ye Chen smiles faintly, and inserts the gold needle into his unknown place. The sudden increase of pain 

is definitely the most unforgettable thing in the blood ghost's life. The pain that I don't know how to 

describe, coupled with the inability to coma, can't describe him at this time with more pain than death. 

 

"Put Let me go... " 

 

The blood ghost looks very miserable and has no sense of struggle. 

 



"Do I need to repeat the question I asked before?" At the same time, a gold needle appeared in Ye 

Chen's hand. 

 

"No! No 

 

"I said, I said, I would say anything, as long as you let me live, no, give me a dead end." 

 

"Good." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, and then quietly listened to the blood ghost about Mo Xueming. 

 

"I'm the outer disciple of Mo Dian Lord. The moon ring is a vision. The temple master arranged us to go 

to the kingdom of God to find the secret place." 

 

"Once there is a secret place and the ancient strong awaken, they should be brought back as soon as 

possible." 

 

"Because I don't have a high status in the temple, I don't know much about master's information. I only 

know that he has been walking around in the kingdom of God all the year round, listening to the elder 

martial brother saying that master wants to plot a major event, which is related to the future of the 

whole kingdom of God." 

 

"This thing..." 

 

The blood ghost was still ready to tell what he knew, but suddenly, a mark appeared between the blood 

ghost's eyebrows, and the spirit was burning violently and uncontrollably. The burning spread to all 

parts of the body. After a while, the blood ghost had turned into fly ash. 

 

At the place where the flame was extinguished, a dark shadow floated out of the sky and turned to look 

at Ye Chen. 

 

The eyes of the shadow were very penetrating. 



 

Bloodthirsty and dark. 

 

Even if ye Chen has reincarnation, he is also aware of the crisis. 

 

The black shadow's face is flat, and it seems that he doesn't look like a bad man. But ye Chen, from his 

eyes, sees the blood that is more terrible than the blood ghost. 

 

At this time, the old man trembled violently, because it was the man in front of him who killed millions 

of people.If the old man did not save the man, the kingdom of God would not be in dire straits at that 

time. 

 

This is Lao Cang's eternal heart demon. 

 

Just then, the shadow spoke! 

 

"Boy, I'm familiar with you, but you shouldn't get involved in it." 

 

"I only warn once." 

 

Then the dark shadow dispersed, and the invisible blood mist seemed to disappear in the air. This 

moxueming was a virtual shadow, which was quite terrible. 

 

After the excitement, the old man was silent. 

 

He said for a long time: 

 

"Ye Chen, give up. In ancient times, he was too powerful, not to mention now, this matter should not be 

in your charge. It's all my own fault." 

 



The ancient god of medicine looks gloomy. Even in his heyday, he may not be able to beat the devil. He 

doesn't want Ye Chen to take risks for him, which is not worth it. 

 

"Is it possible that Mo Xueming has already reached the heaven God realm?" 

 

If so, it's really tricky. 

 

However, this is not the reason why Ye Chen retreated. 

 

Ye Chen's Lingxiao martial intention is not to retreat! 

 

If he is afraid, he will become the devil in his heart! 

 

How can we continue to advance on the road of martial arts! 

 

Moreover, he faintly felt that there was also a connection between the reincarnation master and Mo 

Xueming! 

 

This is his intuition! 

 

"Lao Cang, you have helped me too much. If it were not for you, I would not have had a chance to stand 

in the kingdom of God. Maybe I would have died long ago. Therefore, I will kill you 

 

"This time, I'll help you!" 

 

Ye Chen looks firm. 

 

If he lives in a muddle, greedy for life and afraid of death, then he, the Lord of reincarnation, is not 

worthy of his name. 

 



As early as before, ye Chen had already got the blood ghost's storage ring, and found that there was 

nothing good. It was a token that made him curious, with the word "hell hall" written on it. 
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When ye Chen feels with the spirit, he can also find out that there seems to be a place like hell hall, 

where there is an invisible line guiding Ye Chen to go. 

 

"It seems that this temple of the underworld often changes its position..." 

 

Knowing the specific location of the temple of the underworld, ye Chen and ye Lingtian went all the way. 

Soon, they came to a mountain of 100000. The terrain here is quite dangerous. If it is not for the 

guidance of a token, it is difficult to identify the specific location. 

 

Soon, ye Chen found the entrance of the temple of the dead, which was just under the highest mountain 

of the 100000 mountains. There was an array on the top of the mountain, which only allowed people 

with tokens to enter. 

 

"Well, master of the temple, I found the smell of ancestors here." 

 

When ye Chen is thinking, ye Lingtian's face is excited. 

 

Ye Chen also asked curiously, "is it the statue left by Ye's ancestors?" 

 

If you can absorb the power of faith again, I'm afraid it will make ye Lingtian stronger! 

 

"No 

 

"But if I guess correctly, it should be a weapon mentioned by our ancestors. It's a magic weapon used by 

our ancestors. It's specially used for the ancient spirit pulse of the wasteland!" 



 

"An ancient war, accidentally left here." 

 

Ye Lingtian's ancestor is the powerful general around the reincarnation Lord. The weapons he used are 

certainly not ordinary things, which can also greatly improve ye Lingtian's combat power. 

 

"Then you go to find it. I'll go to the temple of the underworld to check the situation." Ye Chen said to ye 

Lingtian, waiting for ye Lingtian to say more, he went to the hell hall alone. 

 

…… 

 

After ye Lingtian left here, he followed the Ye family's special tracking technique to explore the edge of 

100000 mountains, and then raised his head thoughtfully and looked ahead. 

 

According to the breath, it should be around here. 

 

But don't talk about weapons. It's just a shade of green. He doubts whether he has come to the wrong 

place. After confirming it again and again, he starts to pay attention to every detail here. 

 

Shiwan mountain is located in the Tianqing mountains of the kingdom of God. It is a magical place. The 

danger is comparable to the forbidden area, but at the same time, opportunities are also attracting 

people. 

 

There was once a cave of the most powerful man, a magic medicine that can live and die, and a strange 

beast that chooses people to eat. Opportunities and crises coexist, and it is mysterious. This is the 

famous mountain of 100000. 

 

Ye Lingtian inherits the memory inherited by his ancestors, and also has the memory of 100000 

mountains. It seems that there have been some major events here, but the specific memory is not clear. 

 

In any case, 100000 mountains should be a very special place. It should be reasonable for ancestors to 

put weapons here. 



 

After searching for a long time, ye Lingtian found that he couldn't find anything. He was a little 

depressed. He suddenly thought of something and patted his head: "yes, it should be this way!" 

 

Then he remembered that if this peerless weapon was discovered so easily, would it not have been 

taken away? 

 

There must be some method that can only be activated as a disciple of the Ye family. 

 

Ye Lingtian began to try to guide the residual power of belief in himself. It was the power of Ye's 

ancestors to absorb the beliefs of all living beings. As soon as this energy appeared, it immediately 

changed the air flow around him. 

 

Seeing this scene, ye Lingtian is very happy, and it is true. 

 

With the increasing output of the power of faith, the air flow began to accelerate. Soon, a huge array 

escaped from the void. The array was 10000 meters wide and hundreds of meters high, which 

completely covered the open space. 

 

"This That's a big deal 

 

If it's not for the baby, it's hard to imagine that if it's just a weapon, it's really shocking to set up such a 

sky penetrating array. 

 

However, the more so, ye Lingtian's expectation of this treasure is greater. The treasure of Ye's 

ancestors who fought in the world is now inherited by his descendants! 

 

After the array appeared, with the transmission of Ye Lingtian's belief, the array that originally contained 

countless killing moves also slowly melted. Then, a sacrificial platform appeared in the center of the 

array. 

 

Ye Lingtian's eyes look at the past, pupil fierce shrink, on that stage, there is a let him take a look at, 

unforgettable peerless weapon! 



 

And its name is the abyss gun! 

 

The gun god is dark red and looks ordinary. But to ye Lingtian's surprise, the gun contains not a few 

blood. 

 

He had a premonition that the man killed by the gun would not be weaker than that demon of Mo 

Xueming. 

 

Every step further, ye Lingtian can feel the huge pressure from above. It is the abyss conviction gun that 

is exerting pressure on him. 

 

No matter what weapon it is, once it has a spirit, it will definitely not choose a waste host. If it is not 

recognized, it is difficult to play the power of the gun itself. 

 

Ye Lingtian felt as if he had entered an ancient battlefield. Here, he was a general. He cut through thorns 

and thorns and killed his red eyes all the way. Blood was splashing and converging into a river. His 

corpses were trampled and piled up into mountains. 

 

Countless soldiers after another, in order to survive, there is no way back, the only hope is to kill, until 

all the people in the opposite side, they can live!In this endless killing, a blood moon appeared in the 

sky, and red became the main color here. 

 

Ye Lingtian knows that this is a test. If he can't pass it, I'm afraid his life will be totally out of touch with 

this abyss conviction gun. 

 

The killing is just beginning, but ye Lingtian doesn't know why and where to kill. 

 

Confusion began to emerge, and the more he questioned, the more he doubted himself. 

 

"I shouldn't go on like this! I will die. I have something to do. I want to guard the temple master. I can't 

be trapped here forever Ye Lingtian's look climbed up a bit of hope. 



 

"I don't want to die, because I also have something I want to protect, the reincarnation master, and the 

Ye family. I want to guard all this!" 

 

Ye Lingtian's eyes are gradually shining. He is here, not just to kill, but to protect himself. Therefore, he 

wants to win the war and must win! 

 

The bloody eyes fade away. From the beginning of this ancient war, ye Lingtian's heart is in disorder. He 

is trapped in his eyes by killing. Now, he is sober. He knows what he wants and what he is doing. 

 

The blood color of the killing filled the front. Looking back, ye Lingtian immediately disappeared. 

However, the ancestor of the Ye family was wearing battle armor and looked at ye Lingtian kindly. 

 

"Congratulations, you passed the test. From then on, the abyss judgment gun is yours." 

 

Ye Lingtian is also a smile, laughter, not complacent, but identity, there is a responsibility in the bottom 

of my heart. 

 

"You are very good. You can't be blinded by the killing, so that in the future, you can really see what you 

want, and never forget your original intention." 

 

The empty shadow is also gradually disappearing. I don't know how long this array has existed. The 

virtual shadow should have disappeared in the sky and earth for a long time. It is only because this array 

has covered up some of the heavenly mysteries and made the virtual shadow continue to this day. 

 

After he went forward to drip blood, the abyss crime breaking gun was integrated with his blood. When 

it was waved, it was like an arm's command. The fierce wind made the surrounding mountains unable to 

withstand, and countless cracks appeared. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time. 



 

Ye Chen took out a black robe and put it on, which covered his face even more. 

 

Later, they came to the periphery of the ancient hall. After a while, someone came out to stop him and 

said, "who is coming?" 

 

Ye Chen doesn't speak and takes out the token with the words "the temple of the dead". 

 

Seeing the token, the man immediately said respectfully, "Lord blood ghost." 

 

However, what makes this person a little strange is that today's blood ghost Lord seems a little different, 

but it can't be said. 

 

All the way in, ye Chen also found that there is a unique cave here, which can be compared with a large 

city. Numerous buildings appear after entering the mountain, but the building of the temple of the dead 

has a unique style. 

 

However, on the whole, it still presents a dark red color, which makes people feel very depressed. It 

seems that they have been washed by countless blood. There is hardly any anger in the street. All of 

them are passers-by in black. 

 

All of a sudden, the reincarnation cemetery trembled, let Ye Chen a Leng. 

 

"Is there anything here that has something to do with the samsara cemetery?" 

 

Ye Chen looks the same, but he is heading for the direction of the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

The reincarnation graveyard is Ye Chen's most powerful card. It must not be ordinary to hook up the 

things in the reincarnation cemetery. In any case, ye Chen also needs to investigate it. Of course, he will 

always pay attention to the activities around him. 

 



Ye Chen also act rashly and alert the enemy. He is not sure whether the blood is in here, so it is not 

appropriate to make a surprise at the scene. 

 

Fortunately, no one seems to notice him, ye Chen all the way to the place where the reincarnation 

cemetery trembles violently, and then stops and looks at the past. 

 

A towering palace is located in the deepest part of the temple of the underworld. Here, it seems that it 

has come to an end. 

 

Judging from this scale, I'm afraid it is equivalent to the existence of the city Lord's mansion. If Mo 

Xueming is in the hell hall, it is most likely here. 

 

After ye Chen took out the token, he easily mixed in. However, he found that he was locked and looked 

at himself in several dark places. 

 

"Sure enough, it's not so easy." 

 

Even with the help of reincarnation graveyard to cover their accomplishments, I am afraid it gives 

people a very suspicious feeling. 

 

Ye Chen is not in a hurry to find Mo Xueming. First of all, he doesn't have any information about the 

temple of the underworld. If he attacks rashly, he will be in danger. It will not be easy to escape from 

here. 

 

"That's..." 

 

When ye Chen came to a remote place in the temple of the underworld, he could see through the open 

door that there was a bright stone covered with stars. 

 

And it is this stone that makes the samsara cemetery tremble. It is just the reincarnation star stone! 

 

This reincarnation star stone is even bigger than Xia Lingqiu's reincarnation star stone! 



 

Even the energy source is pure!Samsara star stone is the basis of the construction of the samsara 

cemetery! 

 

The kingdom of God is very few! 

 

Why did hell Temple appear? 

 

The key is still such a brilliant reincarnation star stone! 

Chapter 2816 

 

 

 

At this moment, ye Chen looked dignified. 

 

This reincarnation star stone, no matter how you must get it! 

 

However, what surprised him was that there was no heavy guard in such an important place? 

 

What is mo Xueming doing? 

 

I'm afraid it's not that simple behind it. 

 

Ye Chen forced to restrain his excited heart, deliberately pretended to be unintentionally came here, 

began to return to the original road, silently remember the route here, anyway reincarnation star stone 

is not in a hurry for a moment. 

 

When ye Chen is ready to start, his eyes coagulate and stops! 

 

He found himself locked in by a strong breath! 



 

"Be bold! Don't you know that this is the forbidden area of the nether temple 

 

When ye Chen turned around, an old man appeared in front of him. The old man's eyes, like hawks and 

falcons, gave out a sharp light. He looked up and down at Ye Chen. Then he sneered and said, "without 

the fluctuation of my skills in the hell hall, I wonder which one doesn't have eyes. You are not the person 

of the hell hall!" 

 

When the old man finished speaking, a wave of extreme blood gas came from his hands. In a short 

period of time, a dozen strong men gathered around and trapped Ye Chen in the center. 

 

And these more than ten strong people, all of them are chaotic environment strong! 

 

"This man is not a member of my underworld temple. Arrest him, torture him, and ask for any 

information he knows." 

 

The status of the old man seems to be very high. With a cold hum, all the strong people in the chaotic 

environment will lean towards Ye Chen, and their eyes are all focused on killing. 

 

There was a lot of blood in these ten people. 

 

There are a lot of lives on everyone! 

 

It's even possible to kill one's closest relative by hand! 

 

Ye Chen knows that he can't hide any more, so he doesn't need to cover up. He takes off his black robe 

and reveals his accomplishments. The whole person is exposed immediately, making the surrounding air 

seem to be quiet for a few seconds. 

 

"Just cut the five layers of heaven, how could you even get into the temple of hell? Send today's 

watchman to the blood pool as a punishment 

 



"Yes, left protector." 

 

Those who are strong in chaos have a sneer on their faces, and they are just ordinary people. 

 

What's more, with the appearance of the moon ring, the cultivation of the warrior in the kingdom of 

God is rising! 

 

For them, it was too low and too low for them. However, they did not dare to disobey the orders of the 

left Dharma protector. Immediately, a man with an evil smile on his face came out and walked towards 

Ye Chen. 

 

"Let me teach you, the hell hall is not so easy to break into." 

 

The strong man of the Ming Temple who stood up has the cultivation of seven layers of chaos! 

 

Even the strong man could not bear the strong breath, but ye Chen was not affected at all. The intention 

of martial arts was brewing and the power of law was condensed in his body. At the same time, a blood 

light appeared in his hand, and the evil sword was held in his palm. 

 

"It's a good sword. I'll take it! Elder Chai Yun, don't ruin it by mistake. " 

 

Seeing the evil sword, the left protector's eyes lit up and said. 

 

Although he can't see through the evil sword, the breath on the sword is not ordinary! 

 

Ye Chen sneers in his heart. Sha Jian is not something that ordinary people can control! 

 

The strong one in the temple of the underworld is stronger than the strong one. However, he is 

watching the sky from the well. Do you really think that he is doomed? 

 

"The left Dharma protector can rest assured." 



 

Chaiyun elder a grim smile, then said to Ye Chen: "boy, you break into the forbidden area of the Ming 

Palace, I will sentence you to death!" 

 

The air of chaos spurts out, condensing a huge hand covering the sky above Ye Chen's head. The power 

of this palm is to smash Ye Chen directly! 

 

Ye chenmu's cold color flashed, and he used the burning blood to fight the star sword skill of Lei Huang 

BA with the Sha sword. The blood color light went straight to the huge palm on the top of his head. 

 

This is a counter move. The seven layers of chaos, the five layers of disaster, the left Dharma protector 

and other powerful people in the dark temple are talking and laughing. They know the result well and 

feel that there will be no accident. 

 

"It's just that a young man who has cut through the adversity can feel the core forbidden area. It seems 

that our disciples are living a little more comfortable, and they are so irresponsible!" 

 

"We have been guarding this place for thousands of years. This boy is the first one to break into here for 

so many years, but it adds some fun to our boring time." 

 

"Elder Chai is too kind-hearted, and his hand is too soft. It's too cheap to beat him to death. According to 

my opinion, he should be tortured for seven or forty-nine days before he is executed!" 

 

All the strong, you say a word and I say, that ye Chen will surely die! 

 

At the moment when the blood colored light was on, the left Dharma protector frowned, and then his 

face changed greatly. 

 

"No! Chai, be careful 

 

Bang! 

 



An earth shaking voice sounded, Sha Jian broke the huge palm, and Yu Wei was still there. Under the 

control of Ye Chen, he turned to chop at the elder chaiyun. 

 

Chai Yun still had a grim smile on his face, but his eyes suddenly shrank. He felt cold in his heart. His 

breath was more vast and terrifying. He was about to seal his hands to meet the sword lightThe light of 

the sword was incredibly fast. It went into the left shoulder and then escaped from the right waist rib. 

 

"You..." 

 

Chai Yun's eyes were wide, and he could only say a word. Then he fell down and his breath gradually 

dissipated. 

 

One sword and second kill the strong man in the seven layers of chaos! 

 

This is the true combat power of Ye Chen now. The realm has long lost its significance to him. 

 

Even ye Chen has not used his Lingxiao martial arts! 

 

To Ye Chen, it's just a common occurrence for ye Chen to kill the enemy. 

 

On the contrary, the gap between the two realms will make the enemy belittle the enemy. 

 

This elder chaiyun is the best example. If he knows Ye Chen's fighting power, it will take some effort for 

ye Chen to kill him. 

 

So easy to solve a strong enemy, ye Chen made a good plan when he made a move. His whereabouts 

were found out. If he wanted to break out of the hell hall, he was afraid that there would be a fierce 

battle. 

 

Then, by means of thunderbolt, we should destroy one of them and treat the enemy with mercy. 

 



Hiss! 

 

With the sound of breathing air, Zuo Dharma protector and others were shocked by the death of elder 

Chai Yun and the power of Ye Chen! 

 

"This How could this be possible?! Elder Chai Yun, is this how he died? " 

 

An elder of the nether Temple murmured to himself that he could not accept the result. 

 

The left Dharma protector took a deep breath and looked at Ye Chen's eyes. 

 

"Hum! I underestimated this man, but the powerful man in the chaotic situation pretended to be the 

younger generation who killed the bad situation. It's disgusting to do so! " 

 

The left Dharma protector was calm, and his whole body was full of blood, and he said faintly. 

 

Ye Chen a Leng, in the heart both laugh and cry. 

 

It's human nature that this left Dharma protector should think like this. After all, his fighting power is too 

strong. Even if ye Chen tries to explain it, they will not believe that ye Chen is really just the cultivation 

of cutting the five layers of heaven in the troubled area 

 

"I'm in a hurry. Why do you talk so much nonsense?" 

Chapter 2817 

 

 

 

Although the temple of the underworld did not lose anything this time, Lin Ying died in front of him, and 

now he killed an elder of chaos state of the other party. This hatred has never died. 

 



Moreover, when he broke into the core forbidden area of the Ming Temple, the other side would 

definitely not let him go, so a fierce battle could not be avoided. 

 

"All the elders! We will join hands to capture him and hand it over to the Lord of the palace! " 

 

The left Dharma protector burst out and threw out a flag. 

 

A dozen other elders of the Ming hall in the middle and later stages of the chaos state separated 

themselves and arranged their formation to surround Ye Chen in the middle. At the same time, they 

threw out the treasures of the array flag. However, after a few breaths, a large array trapped Ye Chen, 

and all the elders of the nether hall guarded each side. 

 

More than ten powerful forces, either magic weapons or supernatural powers, bombarded Ye Chen in 

the middle of the array. 

 

With the blessing of the array, the joint efforts of more than ten elders will be defeated even if they are 

in the middle of chaos! 

 

However, ye Chen was unafraid. Lingxiao's martial spirit and the power of the law haunted his body. 

Several groups of divine fire gathered and floated around his body. All kinds of powerful martial arts and 

magic powers were played to receive these attacks. 

 

After dozens of moves, the fight is still fierce; after more than 100 moves, ye Chen seems to be 

incarnated as a demon God, and his combat power is not reduced, but increased, becoming more and 

more fierce. 

 

The more powerful people in the temple of the underworld such as the left Dharma protector are, the 

more frightened they are and the more scared they are! 

 

If it's a one-to-one fight, even the most powerful one of the left Dharma protectors, thinks that he can't 

defeat Ye Chen absolutely. He even feels that he can't support ten moves with all his strength in front of 

him! 

 



"This is where the strong come out! It seems to be a thread of covering the heaven and the devil! But 

even if it's the demon emperor who has not reached the peak under the moon ring vision, it is not so 

strong! " 

 

"Drag! Such a big move will sooner or later disturb the stronger presence in the temple. This is the base 

of our temple of the underworld. As long as we insist on it for a moment and a half, and when there is 

strong support, this son will be defeated! " 

 

With this in mind, the left Dharma protector whispered to other elders in secret. More than ten 

powerful men of the netherworld hall began to change their playing methods and turn from attacking to 

defending. 

 

Under the cover of the array, as long as ye Chen can't break the array, they don't worry that he can 

escape. 

 

At this time, Lao Cang's voice sounded in the bottom of Ye Chen's heart: "boy, let's make a quick 

decision. There are hidden dragons and crouching tigers in the hell hall, especially the Mo Xueming. If 

you disturb him, you can't escape!" 

 

Ye Chen heart alert, from that kind of fanatical fighting state suddenly sober up. 

 

The urgent task is not to fight, but to leave the temple of the underworld, otherwise life will be in 

danger. 

 

Facing the array of these people, ye Chen suddenly stops. 

 

Hands behind, eyes closed. 

 

At this moment, the whole world seems to be quiet down! 

 

The boy didn't resist? 

 



And it seems like you gave up? 

 

Zuo Dharma protector and others looked at each other and just wanted to say something! 

 

Suddenly, a big drink resounded through the sky! 

 

"Xiao Huang, swallow this array!" 

 

The next moment, a red and blue flame rose from the sky! 

 

Then, a huge beast appeared in front of the people! 

 

One of Xiao Huang's talents is to break the array, to be exact, to swallow the array! 

 

The spirit beast and its master are interlinked. Xiaohuang knows what ye Chen is going to release him. 

He goes straight to the Lingqi Lingbao which is the formation of the array. 

 

Xiao Huang opened his mouth, and each puffed out a special force to cover the array flag. The flag was 

suddenly dim, as if it was polluted and lost its power. 

 

Xiao Huang's big mouth sucked again, and the flag fell into his mouth. This magic weapon was 

swallowed by him directly. 

 

Xiaohuang's breath has risen a little bit. The power of this array is a great tonic to it. The more you 

swallow it, the faster its realm strength will increase. 

 

Left protector of Dharma and others were shocked. They didn't expect Ye Chen to have such a special 

ability. 

 

"Quick, kill this spirit beast!" 



 

"Complete the array. Don't let this man escape!" 

 

At the next moment, the array with strong energy fluctuation is gradually closed! 

 

Seeing that he was about to close down completely, ye Chen did not leave. 

 

Now there is a gap in the array. If you want to go, you can go, but Xiao Huang can't care about it. The 

consequence of leaving it here is that Xiao Huang is in danger! 

 

Xiao Huang glared at the crowd and said, "master, go quickly. I can solve these people." 

 

However, ye Chen did not leave. 

 

Xiao Huang is not only his spirit beast, but also his partner. He has been wandering in the sky together 

with life and death, and has experienced many risks. He can't do anything to leave his teammates 

behind. 

 

"Kill!" 

 

Ye Chen is furious again, but now the situation has become that all the elders of the temple of the 

underworld concentrate their firepower and try to kill Xiao Huang. Ye Chen blocks all the attacks of 

others. 

 

Xiao Huang broke through the battle faster and faster, and the pressure on the left Dharma protector 

and others became more and more intense. At this critical moment, more than a dozen powerful men of 

the netherworld hall also showed their fighting posture. 

 

Even if you pay the price of bleeding, you can't let Ye Chen escape! 

 

Soon, after the war, a cup of tea Kung Fu, I do not know how many moves, the gap of the big array is 

getting bigger and bigger, the binding force on Ye Chen is getting smaller and smaller, and the big array 



is about to collapse.Left Dharma protectors and others were injured one after another, two of them 

were even seriously injured, but none of them retreated, burning blood essence and cultivation, even 

the power of burning the road! 

 

Ye Chen is also injured, but compared with the enemy, this injury is nothing. 

 

His wound is gradually recovering! 

 

Resilience is against the weather! 

 

Zuo HUFA and others have been fighting for their lives, but their hearts are getting heavier and heavier. 

 

"Elder Tianfeng and elder Dingyuan, you two blow yourself up! Don't worry, your sacrifice will not be in 

vain. I will ask the Lord of the temple for you and promise to restore your spirits within a thousand years 

 

There was a flash in the left Dharma protector's eyes, and he conveyed the two most injured elders of 

the nether temple. 

 

Tianfeng, Dingyuan two elders immediately face color big change, stopped the attack to Ye Chen, the 

other elders pressure increased. 

 

"What are you waiting for?! If you don't want to This son escapes the underworld temple's crime 

responsibility, you two must bear completely! Do you think you can save your life 

 

The left protector was hit by Ye Chen, and the Sha sword cut off half of his palm. Seeing Tianfeng and 

Dingyuan's two elders hesitated, he threatened. 

 

The temple of the underworld is an evil force. Most of them are ruthless. This left Dharma protector has 

a high status and its strength is the strongest among these people. 

 

They have no chance of refusing. 

 



"Left protector, you must keep your promise!" 

 

"I wait for the younger generation, please take care of me!" 

 

Tianfeng, Dingyuan two elder Mou son one congeals, leaves the last word, the whole body burns up the 

flame, two regiments of strong strength rush to Ye Chen! 

 

The last blow of self explosion of the strong in the middle and late period of chaos state, Rao is the 

strong one at the peak of chaos state, and dare not fight with it. 

 

"How about self explosion, red dust God pulse open! Today, I'll let you see what the butcher God is for 

breaking the sky 

 

Ye Chen drank in a low breath, and his whole body was like gold plating. His power of breaking the sky 

was inspired to the extreme. The ultimate power came out in one tenth of a breath and poured into the 

extremely heavy evil sword! 
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The martial spirit of Lingxiao is amazing! 

 

Endless sword light, turn into cold light! 

 

A little cold star, with the breath of endless destruction, soars in this temple of the underworld! 

 

A big bang, sword shadow, cold star, crash! 

 

Endless afterpower, sweeping around, the whole temple of the underworld is in a violent shock, and 

even many of the strong men of the temple of the underworld, under the impact of the aftershock, spit 

blood and look in a certain direction in horror! 



 

The boundless power surged wildly. In the old eyes of the left Dharma protector, a look of incomparable 

fright broke out. The whole body of the Dharma protector broke out with a crackling sound. The blood 

mist filled the air. The whole person stepped on the void and withdrew ten steps before he stopped his 

body! 

 

And ye Chen is also the body, even if fly out! 

 

"Master Xiao Huang gives out a cry and roars angrily. She doesn't hesitate to burn her blood and 

quickens the power of swallowing the array. 

 

With a roar, ye Chen is submerged in the sea of energy formed by two chaotic forces. 

 

"Dead?" 

 

"Not dead However, you can't die or die! " 

 

The left Dharma protector and the rest of the powerful men of the underworld hall stopped their hands 

and looked nervously at Ye Chen's direction. 

 

"Cough..." 

 

The sound of coughing came out, and ye Chen's body appeared again. However, now he has a weak 

breath. The blood overflowing from his mouth has dyed his clothes red, and his sword holding hand is 

also cracked. 

 

Ye Chen, seriously injured! 

 

In the middle and later period of chaos, the power of self explosion of the strong is too terrible! 

 

He wanted to communicate with Lingtian arrow God of samsara cemetery, but at the moment, Lingtian 

arrow God did not move at all! 



 

Ye Chen knows that you can only rely on yourself! 

 

"Ha ha, mole ants, die!" 

 

The left Dharma protector was overjoyed and called on other elders to attack Ye Chen again. 

 

Endless sword is like a fierce beast, devouring Ye Chen! 

 

"You snake and mouse generation, even if I get hurt, you can't insult me!" 

 

Ye Chen changes hands to hold the evil sword, and the martial spirit of Lingxiao erupts. The special field 

formed actually suppresses the pressure of more than ten strong people in the chaotic environment! 

 

Ye Chen and Zuo Dharma protector fight each other. The body shape of the left protector flies upside 

down and ejects a stream of blood in the air, which is seriously injured by Ye Chen. 

 

We should know that ye Chen's comprehensive combat power is comparable to the great powers in the 

later period of chaos. 

 

Now trapped, the main reason is that the force of the array has suppressed it. The more the big array is 

destroyed by Xiao Huang, the smaller the suppression is, and the more powerful Ye Chen can play. 

 

Even though the body of those who are hurt by the cocoon leaves, the stronger the situation is. 

 

Seeing the war again, and only need more than 10 breathing time, the array will be broken by Xiao 

Huang. 

 

At this time, two strong breath quickly approached here. 

 



Ye Chen is the first to feel, but his face is a change. 

 

In the later stage of the two chaotic states, at least two powerful people in the eight layers of chaos are 

coming! 

 

The details of the temple of the underworld is too terrible! 

 

"The second emperor of darkness is here at last. Ha ha, you are dead!" 

 

Zuo Dharma protector climbed up from the ground, trembled all over, barely stood still, and looked at 

Ye Chen's eyes. He was extremely resentful! 

 

I wish I could eat ye Chen alive! 

 

"Who dares to break into the forbidden area of the temple of the underworld?" 

 

"Zuo Dharma protector, the more you live, the more you go back. You can't even deal with a little 

generation who has cut through the five layers of adversity!" 

 

People did not arrive first, and then two old men in purple and gold robes appeared here. 

 

"I'll see you, Lord Xiao, Lord Bai!" 

 

The left Dharma protector and others stopped attacking and bowed to the two old men. 

 

In the temple of the underworld, those who can be called "emperor" are the great powers in the later 

period of chaos. 

 

These two are the strongest guardians of the forbidden area, but usually the two emperors are in the 

deeper part of the forbidden area. 



 

The elders in the middle and later stages of the two chaotic states exploded themselves, which shocked 

them. 

 

In the temple of the underworld, the upper and lower are distinct, and the rules are strict. When facing 

the "Xiao Huang" and "Bai Huang", the left Dharma protectors dare not come out. 

 

At this time, they no longer worry about ye Chen's escape. With these two emperors in, he can't escape! 

 

Ye Chen reaches out his hand and takes back Xiao Huang. At this time, the array has been completely 

broken by Xiao Huang, but unfortunately, something has happened. 

 

Ye Chen has a dignified look on his face. If he was in full bloom, the two old men might have reluctantly 

resisted, but now 

 

Danger! 

 

"Gentlemen, I just intruded here by mistake, and you have nothing to lose. Why be so aggressive?" 

 

Ye Chen takes out a pill and swallows it. It seems that there is no tension in the face of two purple robed 

elders. 

 

Delay time, recover strength! 

 

"If you break into the forbidden area of the Ming Temple, this is the death penalty. Boy, since you are a 

genius, you should be arrested. Maybe we will spare you a little life.""I'm interested in you. I'm just a 

boy who cuts through five layers of disaster. He has such fighting power. What a demon!" 

 

Another emperor's cold eyes looked at Ye Chen, as if to dissect Ye Chen. 

 

"What?! Is he really just cutting through five layers of adversity? " 



 

"How could that be possible?! Is this boy a reincarnation of some earth shaking great man? " 

 

All the elders such as Zuo Dharma protector were shocked and couldn't believe it was true. 

 

But the two emperors can not help but believe their words. 

 

It can only be said that ye Chen's existence is actually somewhat against the sky, which is beyond their 

imagination. 

 

"Get caught with your hands tied? In my eyes, it's impossible! " 

 

Ye Chen held the evil sword in his hand and said coldly. 

 

The spirit blood is activated to the extreme, the magic samsara formula, the red dust divine pulse is 

activated, the martial arts charm breaks out, and the elixir of the elixir field is continuously dissipated. 

Ye Chen is ready to go all out! 

 

"Since you are so stubborn, you have to be arrested. You can rest assured that we will treat you well. Do 

you know what is waiting for you?" 

 

"You can't live, you can't die!" 

 

Xiao Huang and Bai Huang looked at each other, and then burst into a drink. They all attacked Ye Chen. 

 

Naturally, the powerful hand of the eight layers of heaven in the chaotic state is not comparable to that 

of the left Dharma protector and others. The powerful force directly targets Ye Chen, and two energies 

that are enough to destroy heaven and earth bombard Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen waves the Sha sword and cuts out the two swords that have been in reserve for a long time, 

and meets the attack of the two men. 



 

Jue Qiang's sword idea stirred up. In an instant, the sky and the earth changed color. It seemed that the 

whole hell hall was shaking in the sword idea of Ye Chen! 

 

Bang! 

 

Ye Chen's body shape suddenly retreats three big strides, Sha sword also sword chants unceasingly. 

 

Xiao Huang and Bai Huang are motionless. They raise their hands and attack Ye Chen with two magic 

powers. 

 

Just a fight, ye Chen will fall in the wind. 

 

This makes left Dharma protectors and others watching the war relax one after another, sneer at each 

other, wait for ye Chen to be taken down, and then export evil gas. 

 

After ten moves, ye Chen falls into a bitter battle. Xiao Huang and Bai Huang completely grasp the battle 

rhythm and suppress Ye Chen with all his strength. 
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It is a few moves to fight again, ye Chen body adds new injury, breath begins unsteadily, already was in 

crisis! 

 

He has long been severely damaged by the self explosion of two chaotic strong men! Of course, 

resilience is against the weather! 

 

But it's too late to recover! 

 

Ye Chen spits out a mouthful of blood, and the endless sense of war is surging! 



 

Even if the current strength is not as good as the peak, he has to fight a hard way! 

 

He is not afraid of everything! 

 

If blocked! 

 

Then kill a way! 

 

Ye Chen is ready to go all out! 

 

When ye Chen is ready to start, an ancient and desolate breath suddenly falls from the sky. 

 

This desolate meaning seems to bring people to ancient times! 

 

Even have an indelible will! 

 

Is this the arrival of the ancient strong? 

 

Ye Chen and Xiao Huangbai Huang split up in an instant, both of them were startled by the sudden 

appearance of the breath. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

In an instant, a great noise came! 

 

I saw a spear stuck in the ground. The fluctuation of the gun was very shocking to the emperor of the 

two great hell halls in the later period of chaos! 

 



What a powerful weapon! 

 

"Ye Lingtian, see the master of the hall!" 

 

A figure appears here with this gun. It is ye Lingtian who has been looking for the things of ancestors for 

a long time! 

 

Now ye Lingtian is no longer the previous cultivation. He is full of strong breath! 

 

It seems that he has gained a lot. He has got the things left by his ancestors and has an adventure. 

 

Ye Lingtian's arrival makes Ye Chen quite surprised. After nodding, ye Chen looks at the gun. 

 

"Is this?" 

 

This gun gives Ye Chen a very special feeling. Seeing this gun, he feels cordial and a kind of inexplicable 

familiarity. 

 

"Abyss judge gun! The property left by our ancestors of the Ye family should belong to the hall master. It 

was originally given to the ancestors by the hall master. At present, it can't be used to the greatest 

extent with my strength. If you can see it, take it! " 

 

Buzz! 

 

As soon as ye Lingtian uttered his words, the gun rose from the ground and flew to Ye Chen and fell into 

his other hand. 

 

Although the abyss sin breaking spear can't compare with the level of Sha Jian, what's different is that 

Sha Jian can't release its full strength, but it retains all its power! 

 

Even between waving, you can enhance the strength of several realms! 



 

As the reincarnation master, although the gun was not recognized by Ye Chen, it recognized Ye Chen as 

the first master. 

 

A complete thing against the sky, even the power of the peak of chaos will be moved by it! 

 

But ye Chen rubbed the gun for a moment and then threw it to ye Lingtian. 

 

"Since I gave it to your ancestors, it belongs to you. With this gun, go to war and revive the glory of your 

ancestors 

 

Ye Chen move, this word, let ye Lingtian excited breath turbulence endlessly. 

 

He was Ye Chen's subordinates, and ye Chen had never treated him unfairly! 

 

"Obey the orders of the temple master!" 

 

Ye Lingtian has a gun in his hand, and his fighting spirit is surging. He looks at one of the emperor of the 

underworld palace, that is the White Emperor. 

 

Ye Lingtian closed his eyes, then suddenly opened and pointed to the other side: "with your blood, 

sacrifice this gun to reproduce the joy of heaven and earth!" 

 

If it was before, ye Lingtian did not have the qualification to fight! 

 

But the abyss judgment gun has a special existence! 

 

That is the beginning of blood sacrifice, which will release part of the power of ancestors! 

 

At the moment, ye Lingtian holds the abyss conviction gun. He has such confidence and confidence! 



 

The White Emperor was furious. He felt that his dignity was provoked. He laughed grimly, "this abyss 

crime breaking gun is suitable for me. Kill you, this gun is mine!" 

 

Ye Lingtian and Bai Huang fight together quickly. The aftereffect caused by this battle is that even those 

who are strong in chaos, such as the left Dharma protector, dare not face each other, so they quickly fly 

to hide in the distance. 

 

Seeing ye Lingtian can defeat Bai Huang on the field, but he still has the upper hand. Ye Chen is a little 

stunned, and then he puts down his heart and looks at the remaining Xiao Huang. 

 

"It's your turn now!" 

 

Just now two on one, Xiao Huang and Bai Huang two people fight incomparably prestige, let Ye Chen is 

very embarrassed. 

 

Under single to single, ye Chen is sure to roll it all over! 

 

It's time to get the court back! 

 

"Well, what if you had a helper? If you dare to show violence in my underworld hall, you will die! " 

 

Xiao Huang is also afraid of Ye Chen, and the two fight into a group. 

 

The confrontation between the four great powers was extremely powerful, and the aftershocks were 

moving. 

 

However, this place is worthy of the forbidden area of the Ming Palace. The space is incomparably 

stable. Although a large number of buildings were damaged, the escaping power poured into the deep 

part of the forbidden area and then disappeared. 

 



If in the outside world, it must have been the collapse of the earth, space fragmentation.However, after 

half a cup of tea, Xiao Huang and Bai Huang of the Ming palace were completely suppressed by Ye Chen 

and ye Lingtian, both of whom were badly hurt. 

 

Even if the two began to fight, they were not the opponents of Ye Chen and ye Lingtian. 

 

Bang! Bang! 

 

The two figures were almost hit at the same time. They were Xiao Huang and Bai Huang! 

 

Left Dharma protectors and others were shocked, but they gritted their teeth and went forward to 

protect Xiao Huang and Bai Huang in the middle, showing a fighting posture. 

 

They knew that if the emperor Xiao and the emperor Bai were in trouble, they would certainly die! 

 

Ye Lingtian's long hair was flying, just like the God of war. His body soared into the sky and was about to 

pursue the past, when ye Chen's voice rang out. 

 

"Come on, don't be wary. We'd better get out of here as soon as possible." 

 

It's not difficult to solve these people, but ye Chen is worried that if there is a stronger enemy, he can't 

go. 

 

Ye Lingtian obeys Ye Chen's advice. He takes a cold glance at the left Dharma protector and others, and 

then runs out to the forbidden area after ye Chen. 

 

Soon, they came to the exit of the temple of the dead. 

 

"It's a pity that the reincarnation star stone, if obtained, will surely awaken more and more powerful 

graveyard masters!" Ye Chen sighs in his heart and feels it's a pity that he has to find another chance 

next time. 

 



For the reincarnation star stone deep in the forbidden area of the underworld hall, he is bound to get it! 

 

"Lord, where are we going now?" Ye Lingtian asked. 

 

"Let's get out of the hell hall first." 

 

Ye Chen naturally intends to return to the supreme sect, but the top priority is to get out of the sphere 

of influence of the underworld hall. 

 

Even though he fled from the gate of the hell hall, ye Chen still felt unsafe. 

 

You should know that the power of the chaos state and the heaven and God state can span tens of 

thousands of miles in one breath, and the strong man who controls the space road is even more 

terrifying. 

 

The space in this area is blocked. Ye Chen tried to shuttle space, but failed. 

 

Ye Lingtian can arrive in time, but because of the reincarnation of Ye Chen, ye Lingtian can find him by 

following the mysterious connection in the blood. 

 

Ye Chen and ye Lingtian are about to set off and use the escape method to leave. At this moment 

 

Ye Chen's mind is tight, the warning sign appears, feels that there is a great danger coming! 

 

A group of shadows will cover this place, ye Chen looked up, suddenly pupil for a contraction. 

 

I don't know when a man fell right above their heads! 
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This 

 

Even ye Chen didn't notice the fluctuation of breath at all. His cultivation must be extremely terrible. 

 

Even possible, beyond the chaos! It's even more than heaven! 

 

That is the transcendental existence standing on the summit of the universe. 

 

"He is mo Xueming! Ye Chen, don't worry. What he comes to is just an empty shadow condensed by his 

thoughts. " 

 

The voice of the ancient medical God sounded in Ye Chen's heart. 

 

It's him! 

 

Ye Chen's mind was shocked. What happened in the temple of the underworld really shocked the 

existence! 

 

Looking at Mo Xueming in the air, ye Chen feels that this man is powerful, but his idea comes. If it is not 

reminded by the ancient medical God, he almost thinks that he is coming from the real body. 

 

"Who are you? Why did you break into the forbidden area of the Ming Temple? People who hurt me in 

the temple of the underworld? " 

 

In the air, Mo Xueming's empty shadow opens, and the tone is cold and extreme. 

 

Every word even contains the power of heaven and earth! 

 

This is just an idea, but in the face of him, ye Chen has a feeling of powerlessness. 



 

Ye Chen does not answer, in the heart rapidly revolves many thoughts, is mo Xueming discovered, how 

should he escape? 

 

See ye Chen does not answer, the sky's moxueming empty shadow frowns, and then slowly raise the 

palm, to Ye Chen gently flutter down. 

 

"Since there is no word, erase it." 

 

This palm does not feel the slightest strength, but the locked Ye Chen feels as if facing the last three 

thunder robberies of jiuxiao purple thunder. It is dangerous and very dangerous! 

 

In a thousandth of a second! 

 

A sudden change! 

 

Hum! 

 

The tomb of samsara vibrates, and a shadow appears in front of Ye Chen. The shadow holds a huge bow 

in his left hand and pulls the empty string on his right hand! 

 

The empty string moves, a fire like arrow shadow comes out naturally! 

 

Lingtian arrow God! 

 

One of the great powers of the samsara cemetery, ye Chen's strength was condensed to help him fight 

the enemy at the most dangerous moment. 

 

The empty arrow on Lingtian arrow's hand is simple and unadorned, but after it is put on the bow string, 

it blooms with dazzling light. The spirit power of heaven and earth around is instantly swallowed up, and 

the arrow light becomes more and more fierce, which makes Ye Chen's mind waver! 



 

The tip of the arrow points to the shadow of Mo Xueming's palm, then the bow string is released, and 

the arrow hits the palm. 

 

Lingtian arrow God, breaking the sun arrow, the strongest strike! 

 

The sealed space has been rippled, and a chaotic force overflows from it. The arrows rush to the Xiaohan 

and disappear in the far sky. 

 

At the same time, the shadow of Mo Xueming slowly dissipated. 

 

"Well?" 

 

In the process of dissipating, Mo Xueming had some indifferent eyes. Suddenly, he looked down at Ye 

Chen and gave out a surprise. It seemed that he had seen something extremely undesirable. 

 

At this moment, Mo Xueming's real body also noticed here, he personally looked at Ye Chen! 

 

Just at this glance, ye Chen felt as if he had been seen through and all the secrets had been exposed. 

 

The mysterious breath wave escapes from the samsara cemetery, concealing Mo Xueming's prying into 

Ye Chen. 

 

Then, the shadow of Mo Xueming disappears completely. Ye Chen takes a breath and wipes his forehead 

with cold sweat. 

 

"Go, go!" 

 

Ye Chen greets ye Lingtian and starts to run away. 

 



At the beginning, Mo Xueming's empty shadow should be just that Mo Xueming felt that the forbidden 

area was abnormal, and he didn't pay too much attention to Ye Chen. He just took Ye Chen as an 

ordinary mole ant and wanted to kill him. 

 

But in the end, Lingtian arrow God defeated his idea, which aroused Mo Xueming's attention to this 

place, so he "looked" at Ye Chen. 

 

It was with this glance that he realized Ye Chen's unusual, and whether he had realized Ye Chen's 

"reincarnation master" identity, ye Chen and Lao Cang's communication were uncertain. 

 

It is extremely dangerous to be watched by Mo Xueming. 

 

Now, within the sphere of influence of the underworld hall, there is no safe place for ye Chen. 

 

Leave here as soon as possible. As long as you can use the force of space, you will be relieved of the 

danger. 

 

…… 

 

Somewhere in the deepest part of the forbidden area of the hell hall, Mo Xueming wakes up from 

meditation and opens his eyes. 

 

What kind of eyes are these! 

 

Extremely bloodthirsty. 

 

It's as cold as ten thousand years. 

 

But also indifferent to the extreme! 

 

"It seems that The breath of samsara There seems to be an acquaintance, which is interesting! " 



 

"It seems that the divine situation under the moon ring is becoming more and more interesting." 

 

Mo Xueming said to himself, then he grew up and ended his seclusion and walked out of the temple of 

the underworld! 

 

…… 

 

Don't know how long, a mountain Pavilion, ye Chen temporarily stopped to rest. 

 

This place is thousands of miles away from the gate of the Ming Temple, but it is still unable to use the 

power of space.Ye Chen and ye Lingtian are tired and tired after many fierce battles without rest. 

 

After swallowing several pills for healing and restoring Qi and blood, the two men meditated in this 

place. 

 

Ye Chen's heart is divided into two parts. The mind enters the samsara cemetery and goes to thank 

Lingtian arrow God. After that, he finds Lao Cang again. 

 

"Ye Chen, this time you ventured into the temple of the underworld, it was because of me that you 

suffered! Don't take any more risks. It's better to leave here as soon as possible! " 

 

Lao Cang's eyes towards Ye Chen are full of emotion and guilt. 

 

Ye Chen didn't dare. Although he wanted to help the ancient medical God to untie his heart knot at the 

beginning, when he saw the reincarnation star stone after entering, ye Chen was completely concerned 

about the hell hall. 

 

One day, he will come here again and enter the temple of the underworld! 

 

Not only for the ancient medical God, but also for the reincarnation star stone, ye Chen feeling, that is a 

great chance for him! 



 

"Be careful of the temple of the underworld. There is a certain kind of power that makes me feel 

extremely uncomfortable. At the core of the forbidden area of the netherworld hall, there is absolutely 

a secret of astonishing nature. " Lao Cang told ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen was in a hurry. Lao Cang said, "Ye Chen, don't meddle in my affairs any more. Give up revenge. 

That Mo Xueming is not what it used to be. He and the temple of the underworld definitely have a great 

chance. Now he, I'm afraid, can only be bound by the heavenly way palace." 

 

Ye Chen did not agree. Although he was silent and did not argue with Lao Cang, he did some things that 

he knew could not be done. He not only wanted to be worthy of his heart, but also to repay Lao Cang's 

great kindness to him. 

 

"Lao Cang, what is the origin of the Ming Temple? It has existed since ancient times, and its strength is 

so huge. But why has it hardly been heard about the temple of the dead in the kingdom of gods? " Ye 

Chen asked curiously. 

 

Hearing this, the ancient medical God immediately frowned, waved his hand to Ye Chen and said, "I 

don't know the origin of the hell hall. In short, this force is very dangerous. Don't provoke it again..." 

 

Ye Chen has a kind of intuition, on this matter, Canggu medical God has absolute reservation to him. 

 

However, the ancient medical God did not say that, but he was not good at further studying. He left the 

samsara cemetery, and ye Lingtian had already healed at this time. 


